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Flea Med Not Working Yahoo
Flea treatments not working, what can I do? ... because I'd like to switch up their medicine. Like
other posters have said, fleas do build up a tolerance and rotating your treatment is always a good
thing. ... get a flea collar, buy a flea dip (if the cats not too young) and use it once a week, and
comb the cat out and pick out the fleas as u ...
Flea treatments not working, what can I do? | Yahoo Answers
I put about 85%( he moved, so the rest spilled) of the medication on my cats neck and I was
wondering how it works. Will I be able to visibly see it working or what? 'Cause right now, it seems
like I put nothing on him. Sure, he's not scratching, but is the medication working?
How does Advantage flea medicine work? | Yahoo Answers
Frontline flea meds for cat not working? I ordered frontline plus from 1800petmeds and applied it,
per the instructions, behind the shoulder blades on my cat. it worked instantly and appeared to kill
the fleas. that was about five days ago, and the fleas are back full-force! my poor cat is going crazy.
frontline flea meds for cat not working? | Yahoo Answers
As far as the tapeworms go: tapeworms are very dangerous and can be transmitted to humans. It is
best to let your vet treat your dog(s) for the specific type of tapeworm they have as some
medications will not work on certain types. OTC medications tend to do far more harm than good
when concerning parasites.
Tapeworm and Flea medications? Please.? | Yahoo Answers
Yahoo Canada Answers ... When can I give my dog more flea medication. ? I applied an application
of bio spot for flea's behind his next 1 week ago. It does not work as I have been told after I applied
it. Frontline as always worked so I purchased the frontline. ... It does not work as I have been told
after I applied it. Frontline as always ...
When can I give my dog more flea medication. ? | Yahoo Answers
There are times when pet owners may feel their pet's flea medicines are no longer working as
effectively as they used to. So, what do you do? Below is a list of several options to help control
fleas on your pet and in your home, even if your pet is already on a monthly flea medicine.
Why Has My Pet's Flea Medicine Stopped Working?
If they still don't work, it is best to see your Vet and see what the problem is. What works for one
dog might not work for yours, so better to be safe and contact the nearest Vet. For flea treatment,
avoid using human products such as soap or shampoo made for humans. Stick with animal products
that are design to work on animals only.
Flea treatment not working on my dog? | Yahoo Answers
ADVANTAGE is the best FLEA ONLY medication. Works fast, you do not have to treat every cat &
you will not need to bug bomb. It is also non-Rx.. check Amazon & Yahoo prices REVOLUTION does
not work as fast on the fleas, but covers a lot of other things... as long as you do not get lazy &
assume that ALL worms are covered. ...
What is the best affordable flea medicine? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: I am a veterinary technician and the vets i work for dont use the oral medication
because it is fresh on the market and not enough research has been done about the harm it may
cause, think about it- you are essentially feeding your pet pesticide. Im surprised Frontline hasnt
worked for you ...
Are oral flea medications for cats safe? | Yahoo Answers
This sounds like a no-brainer – your flea medication isn’t working if there are still fleas around – but
the reality is a little more complicated than that. “By the time you see fleas on your pet, they have
generally been laying thousands and thousands of eggs in your house,” Verbrugge said.
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6 Signs Your Flea Medication Isn’t Working - petMD
Yahoo Singapore Answers ... Gave my cat topical flea medicine and it's not working. How long until I
can give him something else? I gave my cat some topical flea treatment last night. Something I got
from the vet but I'm not sure of the name. This morning I saw a live flea on him. I usually give him
comfortis but my vet no longer carries this.
Gave my cat topical flea medicine and it's not working ...
I have a very big cat, 25 lbs, and flea medicine is not working on her. Years, ago our Vet told us to
use .8 ml of advantage for large dogs on our cats, and it worked perfectly for years. Now, that Vet
has retired and we have a new one we don’t know very well. Then flea medicine seemed to not
work the whole month, then it seemed to not work ...
Large Cat, Flea Med not Working - fleascience.com
Flea Meds not working! ... Frontline actually did not work for my guys AT ALL... I never figured out
why, it just didnt. I switched to Advantage (K9 Advantix) and within the month it worked like a
charm. ... it will kill all the fleas on your pet within 24 hours, so that when you do apply the spot-on
flea med, it can start fresh. Costs about $3 ...
Flea Meds not working! - dogforums.com
my two dogs have been on COMFORTIS for about a year. The stuff is expensive. Its 20 bucks per
month per dog. so its 40 bucks for us. But its awesome stuff!!! I havent seen a flea in the year they
have been on it!!! Well in May we had to switch vets because they were getting so expensive and
went to another vet. I got their meds at the new vet for fleas and its NOT working at all.
Our flea meds arent working ... - au.answers.yahoo.com
Yahoo India Answers ... Best Answer: Frontline and Advantage are really the only flea medications
worth spending money on (other than some others that the vet has). The problem is that the 4 dose
packs are pricey - the individual doses are not. ... But keep in mind that whatever works for some
cat might not work for yours.
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